This paper proposes a new antenna array calibration technique which uses frequency selection in orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)/time division duplexing (TDD) systems. In the proposed method, subbands or frequencies of good channel conditions are initially selected for channel measurements. The relative calibration is performed at the selected subbands, which compensates for mismatch of analogue gains in multiple antennas using the measured uplink and downlink channel parameters. Furthermore, the calibration parameters are interpolated in the frequency domain for the whole bandwidth. The proposed calibration maintains accurate channel reciprocity for the whole bandwidth compared to the conventional calibration which does not use the frequency selection. The proposed calibration technique is effective in exploiting channel reciprocity at both base station and terminals with feasible amount of feedback and low-cost operation.
Introduction
Wireless transmission schemes using multiple antennas have been widely investigated to meet the growing demands for high data rate communications. In specific, transmit beamforming technique is important for a base station (BS) to transmit signals to different terminals simultaneously based on space division multiplexing (SDM) [1] . Transmit beamforming is also essential for terminals to reduce transmit power on uplink.
For efficient transmit beamforming, time division duplexing (TDD) system has an advantage in exploiting channel reciprocity between uplink and downlink. In TDD systems with ideal channel reciprocity, a transceiver can obtain downlink (uplink) channel knowledge from uplink (downlink) channel measurements. Therefore, an appropriate transmit beam can be formed based on the channel measurement results without any feedback information. However, in actual environments, the measured uplink and downlink channel parameters are not identical due to different gains of analogue devices in transmit and receive circuits. Thus, an antenna array calibration technique, which compensates for mismatch of analogue gains in multiple antennas, is necessary to exploit channel reciprocity.
While most existing calibrations [2] - [5] are costly due to extra analogue processing, a low-cost calibration technique applicable to a terminal with multiple antennas is Manuscript desirable for future wireless systems. The papers [6] - [8] have so far presented a low-cost relative calibration, which compensates for mismatch of analogue gains in multiple antennas based on uplink and downlink channel measurements. More precisely, the calibration parameter in the relative calibration is given by the radio of measured uplink and downlink channel parameters. Although this technique can be achieved inexpensively by digital signal processing only, its calibration accuracy has not been precisely examined yet. Furthermore, the previous papers have dealt with calibration in a single frequency. A wideband calibration technique for orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)/TDD systems in selective fading environments has not been studied yet.
In this paper, we propose an efficient antenna array calibration technique for OFDMA/TDD systems, which improves the performance of the conventional relative calibration. In the proposed method, subbands or frequencies of good channel conditions are selected for channel measurements and the relative calibration is applied at the selected subbands. The obtained calibration parameters are interpolated in the frequency domain for the whole bandwidth. We demonstrate that the proposed method improves the performance of the conventional relative calibration for the whole bandwidth while using low-cost digital processing with feasible amount of feedback information. It should be noted that the previous investigations have not dealt with frequency selection for channel measurements.
There are two main approaches in antenna array calibrations. The first approach is the relative calibration technique [6]- [8] mentioned above which transmits (receives) calibration signals to (from) another wireless node. This approach is robust to power-dependent analogue characteristics, because the calibration signal is transmitted with the same power as data signal. However, its calibration accuracy degrades considerably when channel measurements are not accurate. The second approach is self-calibration technique [2] - [5] , [9] in which calibration signals are exchanged among antennas of a wireless node. Contrary to the relative calibration, self-calibration does not need feedback from other wireless nodes. In addition, the self-calibration technique exhibits excellent calibration accuracy assuming that analogue characteristics of the node do not depend on transmit power level. However, performance of the selfcalibration technique deteriorates when multiple antennas have different power-dependent analog characteristics. Although the aforementioned performance deterioration can Copyright c 2009 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers be reduced by using predetermined table of analogue nonlinearity, further performance degradation is possible due to changes in analogue characteristics of a terminal over many years. In our view, these two approaches have their own properties and need further investigations towards future wireless systems. The rest of this paper focuses on relative calibration since further comparison of the two approaches is beyond the scope of this paper. This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, system model is described. In Sect. 3, the relative calibration and its natural extension are discussed. In Sect. 4, we propose a new antenna array calibration technique for OFDMA/TDD systems. In Sect. 5, performance of the proposed method is evaluated and Sect. 6 gives the conclusion. Figure 1 shows the signal transmission model in TDD systems. In wireless communication systems, channel parameters are usually measured in digital fields through pilot signal transmission. Assume that the BS's n-th antenna has the analogue complex gain T BS ,n at the transmit circuit and the analogue complex gain R BS ,n at the receive circuit. Likewise, the terminal's m-th antenna has the transmit analogue gain T MT,m and the receive analogue gain R MT,m .
System Model

Signal Model
In TDD systems, a terminal transmits an uplink signal using carrier frequency which is acquired through downlink signal. Then, the terminal's carrier frequency f MT is so close to the BS's carrier frequency f BS that analogue gains and channel parameters are almost constant between f MT and f BS . Then, the measured uplink channel parameter h (UL) m,n and downlink channel parameter h (DL) m,n between the terminal's mth antenna and the BS's n-th antenna are expressed as [6] - [10] 
where g (UL) m,n and g (DL) m,n are the real channel parameters on uplink and downlink, respectively, f BS is the BS's carrier frequency for signal reception, φ UL is the initial phase on uplink, and φ DL is the initial phase on downlink. The carrier frequency here is defined as total converted frequency in analogue and digital fields. The BS's carrier frequency f BS for signal reception is not necessarily identical to f BS for signal transmission due to different frequency control in digital fields.
According to electromagnetic theory, real channel parameters in static channels are reciprocal [8] , [11] , i.e., g (DL) m,n = g (UL) m,n , even in the presence of reflections and coupling between antennas. Meanwhile, the measured channel parameters are not reciprocal, i.e. h (DL) m,n h (UL) m,n , due to independent analogue complex gains T BS ,n , T MT,m , R BS ,n , and R MT,m . Hence, an antenna array calibration technique, which compensates for mismatch of the independent analogue gains, is needed to exploit channel reciprocity in TDD systems.
Basic Characteristics of Analogue Equipments
We describe basic characteristics of analogue equipments at a wireless transceiver. The analogue complex gains T MT,m , R MT,m , T BS ,n , R BS ,n are dependent on various factors, such as delay in radio frequency (RF) path, phase rotation in amplifier, and other characteristics of analogue devices. In general, T MT,m , R MT,m , T BS ,n , and R BS ,n are very slowly timevarying depending on temperature [12] . Therefore, it is reasonable to assume constant analogue gains during a calibration or data packet transmission (< 100 ms). The amplitude of each analogue device's complex gain is almost constant within a bandwidth which is sufficiently smaller than the carrier frequency. For instance, analogue complex gain has almost constant amplitude within bandwidth 10 MHz at carrier frequency 4 GHz. In the meantime, phase rotation of analogue complex gain occurs in frequency domain due to group delay caused by RF path and analogue devices. In a typical example, 1 m RF path or 3.3 ns group delay causes 1.2 • phase rotation per MHz. Thus, the total analogue gains T MT,m , R MT,m , T BS ,n , and R BS ,n have linear phase rotation in proportion to the operating frequency whilst keeping constant envelopes. The analogue gains T MT,m , R MT,m , T BS ,n , R BS ,n are also dependent on transmit power level. In general, power dependence becomes remarkable as transmit power level increases. In this paper, we discuss calibration performance based on the above analogue characteristics.
Relative Calibration
In this section, we discuss the relative calibration [6] - [8] and its natural extension at a specific frequency.
Calibration Condition in a MIMO Channel
Let us consider the BS with N antennas and the terminal with M antennas. In the relative calibration, mismatch of analogue complex gains is compensated by multiplying complex calibration parameter c BS ,n or c MT,m to transmit signal at the BS's n-th antenna (n = 1, . . . , N) or at the terminal's m-th antenna (m = 1, . . . , M), respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 . Then, the measured uplink and downlink channel parameters after calibration are given by
respectively. In order to exploit channel reciprocity in a
for all combinations of m = 1, . . . , M and n = 1, . . . , N. In (5), a (UL) m,n /a (DL) m,n for any (m, n) needs to have the same phase, but the same phase in a (UL) m,n and a (DL) m,n is not required. Even though η has time-variant phase rotation due to carrier frequency offset between the BS and the terminal, the terminal can perform appropriate transmit beamforming if (5) holds. We refer to the condition of (5) as "wide-sense channel reciprocity" and the condition of a (UL) m,n = a (DL) m,n as "strict-sense channel reciprocity." This paper discusses calibration technique which maintains the wide-sense channel reciprocity for transmit beamforming.
Using (1) and (2), (5) is equivalent to the following two equations :
Furthermore, (6) and (7) are equivalent to the following equations (8) and (9), respectively.
If the BS and the terminal individually meet (8) and (9) in a multiple-input single-output (MISO) channel, the condition of wide-sense channel reciprocity (5) naturally holds. From (8) and (9), it is sufficient to update the complex calibration parameters c MT,m slowly according to variation of analogue gains, e.g. every 5 minutes. The condition in (5) is different from calibration technique for direction of arrival (DOA) estimation, e.g. [13] , which requires R MT,1 = · · · = R MT,M . Since it is not necessary to identify DOA in wireless communications, the antenna array calibration technique can be simplified.
Relative Calibration in a MISO Channel
According to the above discussions, wide-sense channel reciprocity holds in a MIMO channel if the BS and the terminal keep (8) and (9) individually in a MISO channel. Since calibration procedure is the same for the BS and the terminal, we hereafter focus on calibration of the terminal's M antennas in a MISO channel with N = 1. In the relative calibration [6] , [8] , the complex calibration parameter c MT,m is determined as follows : . This calibration is applied to a low-mobility terminal. The steps 2. and 3. are performed in a short duration in which channel variation is negligible. The same calibration is performed simultaneously for all antennas (m = 1, . . . , M), using orthogonal pilot sequences or other subcarriers.
The relative calibration has advantages in low-cost digital operation and negligible influence of power-dependent amplifiers. In practice, it is essential to keep accurate channel measurements in fading environments, although the previous papers have not dealt with the relative calibration in fading environments.
Calibration for OFDMA/TDD Systems
We propose a new antenna array calibration technique for OFDMA/TDD systems, which maintains wide-sense channel reciprocity with good accuracy in selective fading environments.
In OFDMA/TDD systems, the analogue complex gains T MT,m , R MT,m , T BS ,n , and R BS ,n are dependent on frequency. The ideal calibration parameter c MT,m 
with
As presented in 2.2, the phase θ( f ) is a linear function of frequency f due to group delay in RF cable and analogue circuits, while the envelope
If the BS and the terminal have similar delay in transmit and receive RF paths, the phase rotation is slow in the frequency domain † . In this case, calibration parameter is effectively interpolated in the frequency domain. Accordingly, we propose a new calibration technique which uses frequency selection for OFDMA/TDD systems as follows:
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where F 0 is the initial frequency and B is the minimum frequency interval. In step 4., T time instants t = 1, . . . , T are chosen in a duration of constant analogue gains. The proposed method is expected to keep good calibration accuracy, selecting appropriate frequencies for channel measurements. The details of 
Compute the calibration parametersĉ
MT,m ( f (1) m , t), c MT,m ( f (2) m , t), . . . ,ĉ MT,m ( f (L) m , t)
Frequency Selection in Step 1
In
such that each antenna has good channel condition. This frequency selection is performed independently for different l. Figure 2 shows the example of mapping frequencies into antennas in the proposed calibration.
In this allocation, the terminal initially measures the channel parametersâ (DL) m,1 ( f ) ( f ∈ F (l) ) at all antennas m = 1, . . . , M using downlink common pilot signal. Next, among M! possibilities of mapping F (l) 
In (12), functions J are chosen to examine three types of allocation strategies. The function J in allocation 1 gives a great negative value to smallâ (DL) m,1 ( f (l) m ), which prevents the terminal from selecting poor channels with high priority. Meanwhile, J in allocation 3 gives a great positive value to largeâ (DL) m,1 ( f (l) m ) which prioritizes use of good channels. Appendix A reveals that allocation 1 selects a set of less variant channels than allocations 2 and 3. Maximization of J is performed independently for different l.
The BS can report the measured uplink channel parameter in response to an uplink calibration pilot signal without knowing the frequency allocation. Therefore, CAL2 does † In case of (BS's Tx RF path+terminal's Rx RF path)− (terminal's Tx RF path+BS's Rx RF path) = dm, phase rotation of θ( f ) is 1.2d • /MHz. not require any additional control signalling between the BS and the terminal. CAL1 and CAL2 have the same amount of control signalling.
Interpolation of Calibration Parameters in Step 3
In step 3., the terminal computes the complex calibration parameter c MT,m ( f, t) for the whole bandwidth based on linear phase interpolation ofĉ MT,m 
The parameter c MT,m (13) and (14), respectively. The phase interpolation in (14) matches with linear phase rotation in analogue fields.
Refinement of Calibration Parameters in Step 4
In step 4., the terminal computes the refined calibration parameter c MT,m ( f ) using c MT,m ( f, t) (t = 1, . . . , T ) as
where † denotes the complex conjugate transpose and T denotes the transpose. Since all elements in c MT ( f, t) have the same time-variant phase rotation ξ(t) due to carrier frequency offset, the phase difference between two time instants t and T is estimated by
In (15) , the estimated phase difference is used to compensate for the phase rotation in c MT ( f, t) . Thus, the calibration parameters at different time instants can be phase-aligned. This refinement process is expected to improve calibration accuracy even in the presence of frequency offset.
Performance Evaluation
The proposed calibration is evaluated by simulations. Table 1 lists simulation parameters. Figure 3 shows the arrangement of calibration pilot signals in our testbed frame format for OFDMA/TDD system [1] . The frame format contains 6600 subcarriers with subcarrier spacing 13.33 kHz in system bandwidth 88 MHz. Each uplink and downlink frame contains 12 time symbols in 1ms. This symbol format is close to that in Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) -Long Term Evolution (LTE) specification [14] where 14 time symbols are arranged with subcarrier spacing 15 kHz in 1ms duration. We consider wider system bandwidth than LTE system to study advanced wireless system towards International Mobile Telecommunication (IMT)-advanced. When uplink is switched to downlink, guard period is not needed because the BS's switching time from reception to transmission is usually much smaller than cyclic prefix [14] , [15] † . The calibration pilot signals are arranged every B = 1 MHz in a rectangular area of p 0 = 4 symbols in the time domain and q 0 = 15 subcarriers in the frequency domain, i.e. total p 0 q 0 = 60 symbols. The bandwidth of q 0 = 15 subcarriers is referred to as a subband. The uplink and downlink channels are measured by correlating the received signal and the calibration pilot signal in time and frequency domain. In exact sense, frequency f (l) m represents the center frequency of the subband for the calibration pilot signal.
Simulation Parameters
In computer simulations, calibration is performed in MISO channel between the terminal's M = 4 antennas and the BS's reference antenna (n = 1). Quasi-static Rayleigh faded multipath channel is assumed, where uplink and the following downlink have a static fading channel with exponentially decay power profile of delay spread τ = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 μs. The fading channel is independent between the terminal's antennas. We assume P BS ,s /P MT,z = P MT,s /P BS ,z = SNR in simulations, where P BS ,s denotes the BS's transmit power for a calibration pilot symbol, P BS ,z is the BS's noise power, P MT,s is the terminal's transmit power for a calibration pilot symbol in each antenna, and P MT,z is the terminal's noise power. Exact signal transmission model is expressed in (A· 2) of Appendix B.
In the proposed method, the BS measures the uplink channel parameterâ ( In performance evaluation, the average phase error after calibration is defined as Δφ = 2 0.5 with the instantaneous phase error given by
where · denotes the average over all combinations of m 1 , m 2 and frequency f in the whole bandwidth. In addition, 99 percentile phase error is defined as th which satisfies Pr[ < th ] = 0.99 (16) where Pr[ < th ] denotes the probability that a variable with arbitrary m 1 , m 2 , f (m 1 m 2 ) is less than th . We initially examine calibration performance assuming no frequency offset, i.e. f MT = f BS = f BS in (1) and (2) . Afterwards, the effect of frequency offset is examined.
The previous papers have not dealt with frequency selection and refinement of calibration parameter. For comparison purpose, we consider the conventional calibration which performs relative calibration at the fixed frequencies f (l) m given by
The conventional calibration computesĉ MT,m ( f (l) m , t) at frequencies with constant frequency interval MB and interpolates the calibration parameters based on (13) and (14) . The refinement of calibration parameter is not applied to the conventional calibration. Figure 4 shows the average phase error versus SNR in the conventional and proposed calibrations under τ = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 μs and T = 1. In the figure, the proposed calibration always achieves better performance than the conventional calibration since the proposed calibration selects frequencies of good channels for channel measurements. Thus, the frequency selection is effective in improving calibration accuracy. It should be noted that the proposed and conventional calibrations have the same amount of feedback signalling because the frequency allocation does not require any additional signalling. The performance is compared under fair amount of feedback signalling.
Effect of Frequency Selection in Calibration
In Fig. 4 , calibration performance deteriorates as τ increases, because large τ enhances frequency selectivity in a subband leading to channel measurement degradation. In all delay spreads τ = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 μs, calibration accuracy depends on frequency allocation strategy or function J in (12) . In Fig. 4 , allocation 1 always outperforms allocations 2 and 3, because J in allocation 1 gives a great negative value to small a (DL) m,1 ( f (l) m ), which prevents the terminal from selecting a subband of poor channel condition. This property is ensured by Appendix A, which reveals that allocation 1 selects a set of less variant channels than allocations 2 and 3. Thus, allocation 1 prevents poor channels and keeps small phase error compared to allocations 2 and 3. Figure 5 shows the 99 percentile phase error versus SNR under τ = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 μs and T = 1. The 99 percentile phase error represents the phase error which is guaranteed with 99%. In Fig. 5 , the proposed calibration always keeps better performance than the conventional calibration in terms of 99 percentile phase error. Since relative performance between the conventional and proposed calibrations in Fig. 5 is similar to that in Fig. 4 , we hereafter discuss calibration performance based on the average phase error. Figure 6 shows the average phase error versus SNR in the conventional and proposed calibrations with frequency allocation 1 under τ = 0.5 μs and T = 1, 10. In case of T = 10, two extreme fading scenarios are considered, i.e., fading † Empirically, total group delay of RF path and analogue devices can be 10 ns order where 10 ns delay causes phase rotation of 3.6 • /MHz in frequency domain. channels with perfect and zero time correlations at different time instants t = 1, . . . , T . Since actual fading channel is considered as an intermediate state of the two scenarios, we can discuss actual calibration performance from the results in the two scenarios. In Fig. 6 , time correlation of fading channels has little impact on performance. It implies that the calibration parameters can be refined regardless of pilot transmission cycles and the terminal's mobility. In Fig. 6 , it is also seen that the proposed calibration with T = 10 keeps the phase error less than 10 • in most cases.
Next, we examine the performance assuming no fading channels or a single direct path only. Figure 7 shows the average phase error versus SNR under no fading channels with T = 1. In this figure, the conventional and proposed calibrations have almost the same performance, since frequency selection does not improve channel measurement accuracy. The calibration accuracy is good in both conventional and proposed calibrations. Therefore, the proposed calibration mainly helps critical situations for calibration in severe fading channels.
We have also examined many cases changing frequency offsets within | f MT − f BS | ≤ 20 Hz and | f BS − f MT | ≤ 20 Hz. The obtained results were the same as in Figs. 4 to 7 , because the frequency offset does not influence on relative phase between the terminal's multiple antennas.
Amount of Feedback Information
In simulations, relative calibration is performed at L = 22 subbands for each antenna, so the total amount of feedback information with T = 1 corresponds to ML(10 + 8) + 6 = 1590 bits. Assuming update period of 1 minute for calibration, average feedback rate is 26.5 bps which is fully acceptable in high data rate wireless communications. Thus, the proposed calibration can keep low cost, low complexity, and high accuracy, using digital processing.
Impact of Calibration on Transmit Beamforming
We examine impact of calibration on transmit beamforming in MISO channel using the simulation parameters as in 5.1.
Let us consider the terminal's transmit beamforming with M × 1 weight w (||w|| = 1) after the conventional or proposed calibration. When the terminal uses the maximal ratio combining (MRC) weight, the weight w is computed as
where a (DL) 
. . , z MT,M ] T ,z MT,m denotes the remaining noise in downlink channel estimation at the terminal's m-th antenna, and * denotes the complex conjugate.
We assume |a (DL) | 2 /E[|z MT | 2 ] = α·S NR, where α(≥ 1) depends on noise reduction effect obtained by averaging the channel estimation parameter over downlink pilot symbols (see Appendix B). Figure 8 shows the terminal's MRC transmit beam gain G in direction to a (UL) = [a (UL) 1,1 , . . . , a (UL) M,1 ] T after the conventional calibration or the proposed calibration (frequency allocation 1) with T = 1 and τ = 0.5 μs. The beam gain G here is defined as
In Fig. 8 , ideal MRC transmit beam gain is 6 dB obtained by M = 4 antennas at terminal. However, actual beam gain G is less than 6 dB due to imperfect calibration and imperfect transmit weight w. In case of a small α, imperfect transmit weight w which is common to the conventional and proposed calibrations is a dominant factor of degrading the beam gain due to large errorz MT,m . In contrast, calibration accuracy has a large impact on the beam gain as α increases. Therefore, the proposed calibration has remarkable advantage in case of a large α such as α = 5 or 10 dB.
Next, let us consider another case in which the terminal uses the zero-forcing (ZF) weight w of
where b is the M × 1 response vector of access BS and I is the identity matrix. This zero-forcing weight can be used when the terminal transmits a signal to access BS minimizing interference to near-by BS. For instance, the near-by BS could be a small base station or a femto base station. In (20), the terminal estimates channelã (DL) † and b using downlink pilot signals from the near-by BS and the access BS, respectively. Figure 9 shows the terminal's ZF transmit beam gain G in direction to the near-by BS with the same parameters as in Fig. 8 , where all elements in b are assumed as independent complex Gaussian variables. In Fig. 9 , ideal ZF transmit beam gain is −∞ dB, i.e., perfect nullification. However, actual beam gain is between −35 dB and 0 dB in Fig. 9 due to imperfect calibration and transmit weight. The performance gap of the proposed and conventional calibrations becomes large as α increases, because calibration accuracy has a large impact on beam accuracy. In Fig. 9 , the performance gap of the two calibrations in dB is larger than in Fig. 8 , because nullification is more sensitive to phase errors. Although achievable beam gain greatly depends on application scenarios, the proposed calibration always outperforms the conventional calibration.
Finally, we compare transmit beam gain between the proposed and ideal calibrations. Figure 10 shows the terminal's MRC transmit beam gain G in direction to a (UL) = [a (UL) 1,1 , . . . , a (UL) M,1 ] T using the same parameters as in Fig. 8 . In this figure, the proposed calibration keeps loss of beam gain within 0.4 dB compared to ideal calibration. Figure 11 shows the terminal's ZF transmit beam gain in direction to the near-by BS using the same parameters as in Fig. 9 . The proposed calibration keeps loss of beam gain within 2 dB compared to ideal calibration.
While the proposed calibration has large phase error more than 20 • at SNR = 0 dB in Fig. 4 , its impact on transmit beam gain is limited in Figs. 10 and 11 . This is because phase error in channel estimation for transmit weight w is larger than calibration phase error. If SNR for calibration is equal to or higher than SNR of channel estimation for transmit weight w, the proposed calibration maintains small performance degradation even at low SNR. Thus, using an appropriate operation, the proposed calibration is expected to be capable of supporting terminals even at cell edges.
Conclusion
We have proposed an efficient antenna array calibration technique using frequency selection in OFDMA/TDD sys-tems. In the proposed calibration, frequencies are selected for accurate channel measurements and the relative calibration is performed at the selected frequencies. Numerical results show that the proposed calibration always outperforms the conventional calibration in fading channels. Furthermore, a good strategy for frequency selection was clarified among three possible strategies. The proposed calibration is feasible in terms of accuracy, cost, and amount of control signalling. Therefore, the proposed method is a promising technology to exploit channel reciprocity in OFDMA/TDD systems. Although all methods (allocation 1, 2, 3) attempt to select large |â (DL) m,1 ( f (l) m )|, they have different sensitivities to channel variation.
To get insight of behavior, let us consider a set A of two frequencies which have channel parameters |x 1 | and |x 2 | (|x 1 | ≤ |x 2 |) and another set B of two frequencies which have channel parameters |X 1 | = |x 1 | − ρ and |X 2 | = |x 2 | + ρ with 0 < ρ < |x 1 |. Since log 10 |X 1 | + log 10 |X 2 | < log 10 |x 1 | + log 10 |x 2 | |X 1 | + |X 2 | = |x 1 | + |x 2 | (A· 1) |X 1 | 2 + |X 2 | 2 > |x 1 | 2 + |x 2 | 2 allocation 1 selects set A from the two sets whereas allocation 3 selects set B. Allocation 2 selects set A or set B with equal probability. Therefore, allocation 1 selects a set of less variant channels than allocations 2 and 3.
Appendix B: Signal Transmission Model
Consider the BS transmits the p-th symbol s(p) (E[|s(p)| 2 ] = 1) with c BS ,1 = 1. Then, the recei ved symbol at the terminal is expressed as = p 0 · P BS ,s P MT,z = p 0 · SNR. (A· 3)
In OFDMA, the channel estimation parameter can be also weighted and averaged over frequency domain [16] , [17] . Therefore, we use the following general expression for performance evaluation:
